
Exercises 6: Spectroscopy

1. The basic optical arrangement of a reflection grating spectroscope consists
of an entrance slit, a collimator, diffraction grating, imaging (camera) lens
and detector element.

(a) Make a sketch of such a spectroscope, indicating the focal lengths
of the collimator, f1, and imaging (camera) lens, f2, the position of
the entrance slit, the grating and the detector. Also make a sketch
of the expected input and output images of the spectrograph, both
parallell and perpendicular to the plane of the sketch.

(b) The resolving power of a spectroscope is limited by the the spectral
resolution of the grating, the resolving power of the optics, and by the
projected slit width. The spectrum is formed from an inifinte number
of monchromatic images of the entrance slit. Show, or explain, why
the width of one of these images, S, is given by

S = s
f1
f2

where s is the slit width.

(c) When the grating is fully illuminated, the imaging element (detector)
will intercept a rectangular beam of light (why?). The width of the
beam, D, is given by D = L cos θ, where L is the length of the grating
and θ is the angle of the exit beam to the normal to the plane of the
grating. Add θ to your sketch and explain why the diffraction limit
of this beam is

W =
f2λ

L cos θ
.

(d) Argue why optimum resolution occurs when

S = W

and obtain an expression for the optimum slit width.

2. A prism spectroscope is required with a reciprocal linear dispersion of
1 nm mm−1 or better at λ = 400 nm. The focal lenght of the imag-
ing element is limited to 1 m through the need for the spectroscope ot
fit on the telescope. Calculate the minimum number of 60◦ crown glass
prisms required to achieve this, and the actually resulting reciprocal linear
dispersion at 400 nm.

Note: Prisms can be arranged in a train so that the emergent beam from
one forms the incident beam to the next in line. This increases the dis-
persion in proportion to teh number of prisms, but does not affect the
spectral resolution, which remains at the value appropriate for a single
prism. (This is exercise 4.1.2 from Kitchin’s Astrophysical Techniques.)
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3. What is the Rowland circle?

4. A Fabry-Perot etalon splits light into five components: an incident wave
(ψi), a reflected wave (ψr), a transmitted wave (ψt), and two internal
waves with fields (ψa, ψb) measured at the first surface.

(a) Sketch the etalon, and the five waves (assume that ψa propagates
in the direction of the incident wave, and ψb in the direction of the
reflected wave.)

(b) Introducing reflection and transmission coefficients, denoted by r and
t for waves incident upon the slab surface from outside, and r′ and
t′ for waves incident upon the slab surfaces from inside. We can now
express the reflected and transmitted waves at the first surface in the
form

ψr = rψi + t′ψb

ψa = tψi + r′ψb

The angle between the normal to the etalon surface and the refracted
ray ψa is θ. Furthermore we set k = nω/c as the wave number in
the slab, with n the index of refraction in the slab. Geometry shows
that the waves at the second surface have relationships given by

ψbe
−iks1 = r′ψae

ik(s1−s2),

ψt = t′ψae
iks1

where s1 = d/ cos θ, s2 = 2d tan θ sin θ and d is the thickness of the
slab. From energy conservation principles it is possible to prove that

r′ = −r, tt′ − rr′ = 1.

Assume that r, r′, t, t′ are all real and find the reflected ψr and trans-
mitted ψt fields as functions of r, the incident field ψi and the ‘angle’
φ = 2nωd cos θ/c.

(c) Compute the reflection R and transmission T flux coefficients.

(d) Finally, introduce the finesse

F ≡ πr/(1− r2),

and express the transmission coefficient in terms of F . Using idl
plot T as a function of φ with r = 0.2, 0.4, 0.9.
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